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Above: A. “Bubba” Fendlason (L) and David Solis (R) are seen removing the
coatings and rust from SP745’s boiler for inspection and to create a clean surface to
apply new coatings.
The chalk grid on the boiler is to map the areas for the sonic testing machine for
the boiler’s wall to determine its thickness, defects and fissures. This technology,
which is commonly used in industrial applications today, is based on, but far more accurate than the old steam age railroad method of tapping on parts with a hammer to
listen for something not having the right pitch.
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Also seen working on removing the
rust and coatings from the boiler are:
Left Center: (L) Kevin Plunkett and (R)
Aiden Whitestone, Left Bottom: Ed
Hennisen and Right Bottom: (A)
Tucker Baker and (B) Jacob Styron.
Tucker Baker alternates volunteering on Saturdays between LASTA and
the Louisiana Forrest Heratage Museum.
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Richard Spencer
David & Anissa Spraul
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Jonathan Sturges
Richard A. Thompson
Mack Tidwell
Nolan P. & Deanna Zeringue
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Left Top: The work on patching
Jefferson’s starboard side has largely
been completed. Work has now
shifted to its port side seen here.
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In addition to working on rolling stock, volunteers also work on
maintaining the infrastructure:
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Left Center: (L) Kevin
Plunkett, (M) Aiden Whitestone and (R) Cliff Whitestone
Right Top: Kevin Plunkett

The movie Wendy
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Right Center: (L) L. J. Jourdan and (R) Ed Hennisen.

The movie, Wendy, which
was released February 28, is a
substantially reimagined version
of Peter Pan. In this version,
children jump on a passing train,
which takes them over the Spillway, where they leap into the
water and take a boat to an island,
which in the original story is referred to as “Never Never Land.”
The operation of the train
for the production of Wendy was
conducted by LASTA members
Allen Melig, L. J. Jourdan, Ed
Hennisen and Richard “Ritchie”
Jacobs from LASTA’s yard,

along our lead to Public Belt and
past a temporary set built next to
the tracks on Coolidge Street.
Although in some parts of
the film, it appears 748 and its
train were on New Orleans’
Public Belt Railroad’s [NOPB]
tracks, this didn’t occur, but was
the result of camera and film
editing tricks using the footage
shot in LASTA’s yard and “the
Coolidge Street” track.
Movie companies who
wish to take advantage of
Louisiana’s movie production
friendly environment and railroad equipment know who to call.

Left Bottom: The temporary set built for Wendy on Coolidge
Street and 748, which was the locomotive used in the production,
can be seen. The temporary set has now been dismantled.
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From the Editor

Lewis Doherty

Last year, I had some health
problems, which prevented me from
covering activities at the yard and
producing the 745 Journal. I’m
back now.

The traditional First Quarter
Train Day this year was unable to be
held, because SP745 had been partially dismantled as part of its 15
Year Inspection and the two dieselelectrics required repairs, so there
would have been no rides except for
the inspection speeder.

The Cornavirus-19 Outbreak,
which resulted in the need to reduce
contacts that may spread the disease, has resulted in the closing of
our yard to most activities, so work
has largely been suspended for the
duration.
Visit our Web site at lasta.org
and look for E-mails for notifications and future events.
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Skip Waters
Skip Waters standing in front of one of his “trackless trains”

The quote on Skip Waters' Facebook page says “Love is wonderful
when you find it, so is chasing a Steam
Train!” Skip not only chased a steam
train, he caught it and is now onboard
with our LASTA Board.
While growing up in New Orleans, he loved watching trains go
through the French Quarter on the New
Orleans Public Belt and the railroads
on the West Bank while attending West
Jefferson High School.
Skip also remembered SP745 in
Audubon Park very vividly. He played
on it as a kid and wondered, like we all
did, what it would be like for it to run
again. Little did he know what the future would hold.
After high school, he left to study
marketing at Northwestern State University in Natchitoches, LA.
Skip then relocated to Dallas, TX
and founded BTV Photo Entertainment,
a photography and marketing business,
which he ran for over 30 years.
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In addition to that enterprise, in
late 2008, he created Choo Choo Express, a “trackless train” amusement
service, which has now become his
main business, and currently operates 2
shopping mall trains and offers up to 10
event trains for community functions
like fairs, city festivals or local birthday
parties. His trains have recently run inside The Ballpark at Arlington around
the playing field for the Texas Rangers
Players’ Picnic and for two weeks at the
San Angelo Stock Show & Rodeo this
past February.
Skip is a member and past president of the North Texas Chapter of the
National Railway Historical Society
[NRHS] and currently serves on the
NRHS National Board as a Director of
District 7, which includes the state of
Louisiana. He was also the Chairman
and organizer of the 2008 Lone Star
Rails NRHS National Convention held
in the Fort Worth/Dallas area that
hosted over 500 attendees and offered

historical presentations and several rail
excursions, including a sponsored trip
by the BNSF Railway from Fort Worth
to Quanah, TX. Skip continues to serve
on the NRHS National Convention
Committee today.
Being a member and involved
with LASTA for many years, he helped
with restoration of the Jefferson before
it was taken on the Louisiana state tour
and the trip to Kansas City following
the train to video and photograph several segments of these trips.
In addition to LASTA’s steam
projects, he's a member of other historical railroad groups including the
Southern Pacific Historical & Technical
Society,
the
Railroad
and
Locomotive Historical Society and the
Austin Steam Train Association, which
has SP786, a sister to SP745. Skip is
excited to be on the board and looking
forward to serving LASTA, it's future
goals and to see SP745 roll again.
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Gwen Styron

Gwen Styron became involved
with LASTA through her grandson,
Jacob Styron, one of LASTA’s most active volunteers.
She now serves as Secretary for
LASTA and a newly elected Member of
the Board. She is an active supporter of
LASTA and involved in the food concessions, gift shop, and organizing and
cleaning of the Hankins and Jefferson
cars.
Gwen previously worked for the
Jefferson Parish School System in physical education full time while working
part time for the Jefferson Parish De-

partment of Parks and Recreation organizing recreational sports.
After a few years, she left the
school system and went full time with
Recreation, where she created various
activities and camps for the public. She
was promoted to Information Specialist
for Recreation, where her duties included marketing, producing publications,
managing
team
travel,
photography, writing resolutions, and
other areas in the management of the
Department. Now, retired, she volunteers time to LASTA.

Erich Lendermon has always
liked trains and railroads, and eventually they became his vocation.
As a child, his parents took him
to railroads and museums like The
Texas State Railroad, The Grapevine
Vintage Railroad, The Tennessee Valley Railroad Museum and the Great
Smoky Mountains Railroad.
Wanting to have a hands on experience with a steam locomotive and in
particular SP745, which his father

played on as a child when it was a static
display in Audubon Park, Erich began
to volunteer for LASTA around 2007.
The more volunteer work in
which he participated, the more he
thought about undertaking railroads as
a profession and the more experience
he gained.
In 2011, Erich began working for
the New Orleans and Gulf Coast Railroad as a switchman eventually becoming a locomotive engineer.

Erich Lendermon

Left: Erich
operating SP745
as engineer
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Then in 2014 he was hired by one
of the major railroads, Kansas City
Southern. As before, he started out as
a switch man and worked his way up to
engineer, which is his current position there.
LASTA has several current and
retired engineers and conductors. Erich
is a current certified engineer and frequently operates SP745.
He is now on LASTA’s Board.
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Right: Erich
removing old letting on SP745’s
tender

A few hours
of running time
requires
many
more hours of
maintenence.
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